
Creativity - 
The key to a successful
business idea

8 creativity techniques at a glance 

 

GTL Project



Creativity can help develop a business idea, drive
innovation or increase the success of individual
projects.

But not every entrepreneur is equally creative!

Creativity techniques can help unlock creativity.

Here are eight creativity techniques to help you
overcome mental barriers 

Creativity - an Asset for any
Business



Brainstorming is primarily used to find new or even unusual
business ideas

Usually as a group discussion led of a moderator

Everything that comes to mind may be said - even crazy things

It is not about a realistic evaluation, 
but about a collection of ideas of all kinds, 
the evaluation takes place only after the brainstorming

Depending on how the group is composed, the participants can 
the participants can enrich each other - but also block each other.

For brainstorming on a business idea, you should choose 
the group members carefully to achieve the best 

possible and innovative results.

Brainstorming - The most Classic
Creative Method



The basic idea is the same as in brainstorming: 
Generate ideas

4-6 participants sit around a table.
Everyone writes his or her ideas on a piece of paper, until he or she
can think of nothing more.

Every few minutes, the paper is passed to the person sitting next to
them, who adds to it.

The paper can be passed around several times until someone
decides that the idea has been worked out. 

The advantage of these techniques over brainstorming is that even
more shy participants can express their ideas more easily 

because of more anonymity.

Brainwriting - Extended Brainstorming



Relevance Tree Analysis - The Way to
Solve a Problem

Define the topic/problem and distinguish it from others

Define evaluation criteria (e.g. color of the product, customer
perception, cost, etc.)

Sort by relevance

Graphically represent in the form of a tree (e.g., like an
organizational chart or family tree)

Evaluate and determine next steps

Derive strategie

Helps to describe complex issues as comprehensively and
clearly as possible (e.g. technical aspects)

Implementation:

In tree analysis, it is not a good idea to involve people who are not
familiar with the subject 



Walt Disney Method - Role Play to Boost
Creativity  

In dem Rollenspiel schlüpfen die Teilnehmenden nacheinander
drei Rollen:

Dreamer
as a visionary he represents

creative idea Realist
 Always keeps an eye on

feasibility

Critics
sees only the risks 

& weaknesses

Ideas are first spun, then tested for feasibility, and finally criticized.
This technique is to be seen as a cycle, i.e. after the criticism, if
necessary, the "dreamer" station starts again.

A spatial change between the roles can promote creativity. The
method is suitable for finding a business idea, as the idea is directly

tested for strengths and weaknesses.



Mindmapping can be used for ideation or structuring
existing ideas

The main idea is noted in the middle of the sheet.

Creates a visual representation of the thoughts and at the same
time a hierarchy showing the importance of each aspect.

Key concepts to be considered are connected with lines and
written around them.

Colors and shapes (icons or similar) can contribute to 
the clarity of the mind map. 

 
 
 

There are many online tools that provide support, e.g.
https://coggle.it.

 

Mindmapping - Connecting Ideas



Person 1 writes "Ice cream parlour" (column 1), "Café"       
 (column 2), "Bar" (column 3)

Person 2 then adds in the row below "Ice cream parlour with
winter varieties" (column 1),  "Child-friendly café" (column 2), 
 "Bar with international cocktails" (column 3)

 Same procedure for participants 3-6

6 participants, 3 ideas, 5 times

Each participant gets a table with three columns and six 
rows and writes down three ideas (one per column) 

The next person adds to these ideas or writes similar ones. 
In the end, the creativity technique produces 108 ideas.

Example: 

The respective ideas are thus further elaborated step by step
through the creativity technique

 

6-3-5 Technique – The Path to More than
100 Ideas 



With flip flop method, you would think about what you need to
do to not sell the product.

Ideas would come up such as "don't advertise", "launch a
product that already exists in exactly the same way"

Afterwards you turn these points around and make them more
concrete: You advertise at..., your product is particularly good
because…

Turn a task around, look for solutions, then turn the solution
around again and derive results

This method makes the participants think differently and often leads
to crazy ideas

Example: "What do we have to do to make our product sell?"

 

Flip Flop – Headstand to New Ideas



Gather ingredients, mix them, let the dough rest, process it,
put it in the oven and the cake is ready

The Cake Method works in a similar way to baking a cake

Collect all the ingredients like thoughts and ideas, structure the
ideas and let them rest for a day in order to add new, perhaps
unexpected thoughts the next day. 

In short, the Cake Method says one thing above all: 
You can't force ideas. 

Sometimes creative breaks and structure help.

Cake Method – Success with a Recipe



Any more questions?
Visit the website and become a
future leader of the transition

  
 

hhttps://www.fuer-gruender.de/wissen/geschaeftsidee-
finden/geschaeftsidee-suchen/kreativitaetstechniken/

http://www.greenteclab.org/
https://www.info-privatwald.de/funktionen-des-waldes.php

